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Tyler’s Odyssey Prosecutor solution enables you to track and organize all case information quickly and 

easily, increasing overall efficiency and accuracy. And of course, Prosecutor is completely integrated 

with the rest of the Odyssey suite of courts and justice products. Empower your organization with this 

flexible and powerful tool. 

Powerful
Gather and track case information—including 

charges, case status, witnesses, victims, 

defendant associates, evidence, history and 

related cases—through an intuitive user 

interface. And because it’s fully integrated with 

Odyssey Case Manager, have confidence that 

your information is up-to-date.

With Odyssey Prosecutor, you can: 

Generate forms using Microsoft Word, •	
pulling information from your cases  
into documents

Utilize integrated document management •	
capabilities to scan and store documents, 
pictures, video and audio

Take advantage of streamlined bar-coded •	
file-folder-tracking

In addition to the basics of case tracking, 

Odyssey Prosecutor gives you numerous 

features and tools to drive success. 

Integrated
Odyssey Prosecutor pulls in defendant 

demographics and charges from Odyssey 

Jail Manager—you can rest assured that the 

information is accurate.  View court files and 

access documents. Schedule hearings and 

warrants without re- entering them on your 

case. You also can access a comprehensive 

view of the defendant’s criminal history within 

your jurisdiction— including prior arrests, 

warrants, bonds, cases and probation status 

from a single place.

Secure
Add restricted notes to cases and limit access 

to only your organization or a group of users 

within your organization. Ensure that pending 

charges cannot be viewed by other offices until 

you file them with the Clerk. You also can track 

victim information and referrals on cases. 

Comprehensive
Utilize individual integrated workspaces, 

allowing each staff member to work with their 

caseload, grand jury hearings, court hearings 

and more—all from a single easy-to-use 

screen. Conduct grand jury scheduling through 

a full-featured calendaring system. You also 

can maintain witness lists and issue and print 

subpoenas, tracking their service statuses, all 

from Odyssey Prosecutor. 

Perform mass updates, such as transferring 

a caseload from one staff member to another 

or updating all “true billed” charges from 

the day’s grand jury sessions.  Use one of 

Odyssey’s configurable standard reports or 

perform queries on case data for custom 

statistical reporting. 

Odyssey Sets the Standard

Tyler’s Odyssey Prosecutor 
application sets the standard 
in courts and justice 
solutions with unprecedented 
scalability, integration 
capabilities and Web-based 
navigation. That was true 
when it was originally 
introduced, and through 
continued innovation, it’s still 
true today.

Empower your organization 
with Tyler’s Odyssey 
Prosecutor. 

Tyler’s Odyssey Prosecutor


